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Robotically assisted CBCT-guided needle insertions: Preliminary 

results in a phantom model 

A. Pfeil, R.L. Cazzatto, L. Barbé, P. de Marini, J.B. Chiang, J. Garnon, P. Renaud, A. Gangi 

 



AIM 

To compare robotic-assisted needle insertions performed under CBCT-guidance to standard 

manual needle insertions. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A homemade robotic prototype was used by two operators to perform robotic and manual needle 

insertions on a custom-made phantom. Both the operators had no experience with the prototype 

before starting the trial.  

The primary endpoint was accuracy (i.e. the minimal distance between the needle tip and the 

centre of the target) between robotic and manual insertions. Secondary endpoints included total 

procedure time and operators’ radiation exposure.  

The Wilcoxon test was used. A P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant. 

 

RESULTS 

Thirty-three (17 manual, 16 robotic) needle insertions were performed. Mean accuracy for robotic 

insertion was 2.3 ± 0.9 mm (median 2.1; range 0.8-4.2) vs 2.3 ± 1 mm (median 2.1; range 0.7-4.4) 

for manual insertion (p=0.84). Mean procedure time was 683 ± 57 sec (median 670; range 671-

849) for the robotic group vs 552 ± 40 sec (median 548; range 486-62) for the manual group 

(p=0.0002).  

Mean radiation exposure was 3.25 times less for the robotic insertion on comparison to manual 

insertion for the operator 1 (0.4 vs 1.3 µGy); and 4.15 times less for the operator 2 (1.9 vs 7.9 

µGy). 

 

CONCLUSION 

The tested robotic prototype showed accuracy comparable to that achieved with manual punctures 

coupled to a significant reduction of operators’ radiation exposure. Further in-vivo studies are 

necessary to confirm the efficiency of the system.



INTRODUCTION 

In the modern era of medicine with increased need for tailored therapy (1), the demand for 

interventional radiologists performing percutaneous image-guided biopsy has rapidly increased (2). 

Although ultrasound and computed tomography (CT) remain the most commonly used guidance 

techniques, an expansion of other modalities has been observed (2–4). In this regard, flat-panel 

cone-beam CT (CBCT) has been a rapidly emerging modality. It combines real time fluoroscopy 

and CT-like imaging designed to be used for interventional purposes (5–7). In addition, the 

development of navigation software that accurately facilitates needle tracking and deployment has 

contributed to the popularity of these machines. However, despite all the aforementioned 

advantages, CBCT does have its shortcomings, such as exposing operators to radiation. 

Moreover, successful tissue sampling largely depends on precise targeting thus requiring 

experienced operators, which is not always available in all institutions. Accordingly, assisting the 

human with robotic systems has been proposed; and experimental tests have been performed 

mainly on phantom models, to highlight the advantages and drawbacks of robotic systems (8,9). 

Schulz et al (8) proved on a phantom model under CBCT-guidance the feasibility and accuracy of 

a commercially available robotic system. However, no comparison with standard manual punctures 

and no operators’ radiation exposure was reported; moreover, the used device did not allow 

remote needle insertion. Hiraki et al (9) tested a floor-mounted system with remote needle insertion 

and demonstrated that the system was accurate when used in phantoms (as compared to manual 

punctures) and animals, without radiation exposure to the physician. However, their device was 

specially designed for CT scanners provided with a sliding gantry thus, not being of easy use with 

all the CT machines. 

In this study, a prototype robot allowing remote needle control during CBCT-guided needle 

insertions was tested on a phantom to evaluate the accuracy, operator’s radiation exposure and 

procedure time as compared to standard manual needle insertions. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

No local Institution Review Board approval was needed for this study.  



Robotic system 

The robot is a light (250g) homemade prototype composed of a slave device (110 mm high, 250 

mm long) and a master interface (Fig. 1). The slave component consists of three modules: the first 

allows manual installation of the robot on the phantom by four suction cups; the second allows for 

needle orientation; and the third for needle insertion.  

The needle orientation module permits two degrees of freedom by the means of two rotational 

joints. Each joint is remotely controlled by a pair of antagonistic cables wound-up around a pulley 

on the master interface. The operator can adjust the angle of the joints by manually turning two 

knobs on the master interface. Needle orientation can vary ± 40 degrees in the cranio-caudal plane 

and ± 36 degrees in the transverse plane regardless of the entry point. 

The insertion module consists of a pneumatic actuator where the needle is held; it generates force 

up to 10 N, allowing for needle progression at a speed of 1.4 mm/s. Operators activate needle 

insertion through a foot pedal. 

 

Needle insertions 

Two operators with 3 and 5 years of experience respectively in percutaneous image-guided biopsy 

performed a series of robotic and manual needle insertions on a custom-made phantom (60 mm x 

250 mm x 140 mm), which was made of a superficial sheet of silicone and an inner layer of soft 

poly-vinyl chloride (Bricoleurre, Mont Saint Aignan, France). The surface of the phantom mimics 

the elastic properties of human skin and the inner part mimics that of human liver (10). The 

phantom contained 40 radiopaque spherical targets (diameter 6 mm). Each target was identified by 

a number. All targets were located 50 mm deep from the surface and were placed in the phantom 

with the intention of being approached with a double-angulated puncture (i.e. the operator was 

obliged to move the robotic arm on both cranio-caudal and axial directions in order to reach the 

selected target). As a result, in all cases, the targets were approached with a 60mm needle 

pathway, which was angulated 33.5° with respect to the vertical axis of the phantom. Given the 

fixed distance of the targets from the surface of the phantom, and the need for a double-angulated 



approach in all cases, it could be reasonably estimated that all punctures were equivalent in terms 

of technical dexterity.  

Both the operators were blinded to the targets’ location before starting the trial. For each insertion, 

the operator randomly selected a sealed envelope containing the number corresponding to the 

assigned target to be punctured either manually either with the robotic assistance.  

All the insertions were performed under CBCT-guidance (Allura FD20, Philips Healthcare, the 

Netherlands). The CBCT unit was provided of software for needle planning and deployment 

(XperCT and XperGuide, Philips Healthcare). Applied parameters of image acquisition were: 

source–detector distance 1,200 mm; rotation speed 18°/s; rotation duration 10 sec, 30 images/s; 

total arc trajectory range 180; number of projections 300 images; matrix size 1024 x 1024; and 

automatic exposure control. 

During all needle insertions, operators wore plastic gloves containing 8 thermo-luminescent 

dosimeters (TLD, type GR200A, Fimel, France) to measure the radiation exposure. Each operator 

wore different pair of gloves for robotic and manual insertion, allowing interpretation of the 

difference in radiation exposure between the two techniques. In both manual and robotic insertion, 

a 15G needle was used.  

 

Robotic insertions 

None of the operators had experience with the robot before starting the trial. Each operator was 

allowed a 10-minute initial practice with the robot to familiarise with the workings of the robotic 

prototype before starting the trial; during this phase, no needle insertions on the phantom were 

allowed. Operators were instructed to perform robotic insertions first followed by manual insertions.  

The procedure started with a CBCT imaging acquisition and the acquired frames were transferred 

on a dedicated workstation (Xtravision R8.8, Philips Healthcare). Thereafter, the operator randomly 

selected the envelope indicating the assigned target, which was subsequently identified on the 

acquired images; needle trajectory using the XperGuide software was subsequently planned, and 

a fusion of the fluoroscopic image and the CBCT slice with the trajectory (displayed either with a 

“bulls’ eye” view or a “sagittal view”) was created and used to deploy the needle. The operator 



manually positioned the robot holding the needle at the planned entry point, and fixed it on the 

phantom by activating the suction cups. The needle was then remotely orientated to align with the 

fused CBCT image containing the needle trajectory on the “bulls’ eye” view.  

After a small incision on the surface of the phantom, the needle was advanced by activating the 

pneumatic actuator until the needle reached the target on the “sagittal view” (Fig. 2). During the 

first 2 cm of needle insertion, if needed, operators were allowed to adjust the needle orientation in 

both directions. 

At any time during targeting and needle deployment, operators were allowed to perform real-time 

fluoroscopy as per their usual. A final 3D CBCT acquisition was performed to show the final 

position of the needle tip in relation to the target.  

 

Manual insertions  

Manual insertions followed the same workflow as robotic insertions. The operator started with the 

“bulls’ eye” view to target the assigned entry point by handling the needle with a surgical forceps. 

After a small incision on the surface of the phantom, the needle was advanced step by step by 

operators by using the “bulls’ eye” and the “sagittal” views. As it happened for robotic insertions, 

operators were allowed to perform real-time fluoroscopy during needle deployment as per their 

usual. A final 3D CBCT acquisition was performed to show the final position of the needle tip in 

relation to the target. 

 

Data collection and analysis 

For each insertion, accuracy and total procedure time were collected. Accuracy was defined as the 

minimal distance between the needle tip and the centre of the target according to the latest multi-

planar 3D CBCT images. The 3D distance was measured directly on the imaging software 

(XperCT, Philips Healthcare, the Netherlands) at the end of each puncture in consensus by one 

author (non-performing the puncture) and one technician. 

The number of required needle insertions was calculated to determine 1 mm of equivalence in 

accuracy between the robotic and the manual insertions. Absolute mean difference of accuracy 



between both groups was estimated to be 1 mm (with 1 mm standard deviation for both groups). 

With α value of 0.05 and β value of 0.2, at least 16 insertions were required for each group. 

Total procedure time included the time needed to acquire the 3D dataset for trajectory planning, 

orientation and deployment of needle, as well as the time needed to acquire CBCT images to 

check accuracy. 

Operator’s radiation exposure for both series of insertions (manual vs robotic) was measured on 

the operators’ hands. In particular, it was calculated by subtracting the background dose registered 

by a control TLD dosimeter placed in the control room from the highest final cumulative dose 

registered by any of the TLD embedded on one of the two gloves worn by the operator.  

The primary endpoint was accuracy between manual and robotic punctures; secondary endpoints 

included total procedure time and operators’ radiation exposure.  

The Wilcoxon test was used to compare all the tested variables. A P value less than 0.05 was 

considered statistically significant. 

 

RESULTS 

Thirty-three (17 manual, 16 robotic) needle insertions were performed. During robotic insertions, 

needle orientation was adjusted while advancing the needle in the first 2 cm of the planned 

trajectory in 12/16 (75%) cases.  

Mean accuracy for robotic insertion was 2.3 ± 0.9 mm (median 2.1; range 0.8-4.2) vs 2.3 ± 1 mm 

(median 2.1; range 0.7-4.4) for manual insertion (p=0.84; Fig. 3). Mean procedure time was 683 ± 

57 sec (median 670; range 671-849) for the robotic group vs 552 ± 40 sec (median 548; range 

486-62) for the manual group (p=0.0002). There was no significant difference in accuracy and 

procedure time between both operators in either manual or robotic insertions (Table 1).  

Mean radiation exposure was 3.25 times less for the robotic insertions on comparison to manual 

ones for the operator 1 (0.4 vs 1.3 µGy); and 4.15 times less for the operator 2 (1.9 vs 7.9 µGy). 

 

 

 



DISCUSSION 

Several different robotic systems have been developed and are commercially available to facilitate 

percutaneous targeting and needle deployment (11); most of these systems have been designed 

for CT-guidance with a reported accuracy ≤ 1.5 mm. In the present study, a robotic prototype was 

tested under CBCT-guidance on a homemade phantom. Assuming a tolerated 1 mm difference in 

accuracy between robotic and manual insertions, similar accuracies were noted in both groups by 

both operators in all the different punctures performed. Results also indicated that the operators 

were equivalent in terms of experience, as demonstrated by the comparable accuracy in manual 

insertions. On average, the robot demonstrated accuracy of 2.3 ± 0.9 mm, which is within the 

accepted range if one assumes that most of the commonly biopsy targets measure ≥10 mm 

(11,12). Despite differing operator habits and the fact that radiation dose was only estimated by 

one of the several embedded TLD, the radiation dose to operators’ hands was significantly 

reduced with the robotic insertions. This result was largely expected since needle orientation and 

deployment with the robot were performed remotely. Such approach represents one of the main 

advantages granted by robotic insertion (9), which allows the operator to monitor needle 

advancement through fluoroscopy without receiving significant radiation exposure.  

In terms of procedure time, robotic-assisted insertions required on average 2 minutes more than 

manual insertions merely because manual advancement of the needle was faster than the capped 

actuator speed of 1.4mm/sec (which can be increased). Nevertheless, overall procedure time with 

the robot was still acceptable particularly considering that this was the first time the operators used 

the device thus, suggesting a short learning time. 

The presented prototype is similar to the iSYS system (Medizintechnik GmbH, Kitzbuehel, Austria), 

which was tested in phantom, animal and human models under CBCT- or CT-guidance (8,12). 

Compared to the iSYS, the prototype used in the present study has the advantage to be attached 

directly to the phantom rather than to the CT or CBCT table, which allows the operator to work in a 

condition more similar to the classic manual puncture. Schulz et al (8) performed 40 iSYS-assisted 

needle insertions on a custom-made phantom under CBCT-guidance. Navigation software was 

used to assist the trajectory planning and needle deployment. They did not measure the operators’ 



radiation exposure nor did they compare to manual insertion. However, they noted an overall 

accuracy of 1.1mm; such gap was further reduced to 0.3 mm when the orientation process was 

done with the needle in place in the dedicated holder. It is probable that the discrepancy of 

accuracy between their study and the present study is due to the different material used to 

construct the phantom, as Schulz et al used simple sponge which was more easy to be penetrated 

by the needle compared to poly-vinyl used in this study. In fact, especially in the series of 

punctures performed by the second operator who intensively used the fluoroscopy to follow needle 

advancement, a certain degree of elastic recoil was noted while the needle approached the target. 

This phenomenon was also described by Kettenbach et al (12) who used a polymeric phantom to 

test the iSYS system under CT-guidance. Interestingly, their accuracy (2.3 ± 0.8 mm; range, 0.9–

3.7) was very similar to that noted in the present experience. Lastly, Groetz et al (13) successfully 

tested the iSYS system on an ex-vivo swine spinal model and in three humans undergoing spine 

biopsies. Nevertheless, clinical experience with robotic devices remains limited at the moment; and 

one of the most probable reasons accounts for the difficulty of robotic systems to compensate for 

target movements such as physiological breathing. Although some solutions such as a stepwise 

checks approach with progressive corrective angulations along the needle pathway (14) have been 

proposed, concerns still remain as shown by the fact that most of the experience gained with 

robots is confined to phantoms and animal tests; and when human applications started, relative 

immobile targets such as the spine (13), or relatively large targets (≥ 20mm) (15) were chosen. 

The main limitation of the present study is related to the lack of in-vivo tests thus not allowing 

estimation of accuracy with moving targets, located at different depths from the surface. Moreover, 

the phantom model underestimates the clinical scenario, where the needle will be required to pass 

through tissues with different elastic properties and different thicknesses according to the patients’ 

morphotype. Furthermore, a 15G needle was used, which is expected to be more easily directed 

and less subjected to deflection as compared the 18-20G needles that are more commonly used in 

clinical practice. Nevertheless, this preliminary experience was intended to validate the prototype 

before further implementations, development and tests. Lastly, despite the potential application of 



the prototype under CT- or MRI-guidance, further evaluation of these modalities will have to be 

tackled in the next future. 

In conclusion, the tested robotic prototype showed accuracy comparable to that achieved with 

manual punctures under CBCT-guidance in a phantom model; moreover, the robot allowed for a 

significant reduction of operators’ radiation exposure. Further in-vivo studies are necessary to 

confirm the efficiency of the system. 
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TABLES 

Table 1. Tested variables according to different operators. 

Manual  

 Operator 1 Operator 2 P 

N. Insertions 8 9  

Accuracy (mm)    

Mean ± SD 2.2 ± 1.1 (0.7-4.4) 2.4 ± 1 (0.7-3.4) 0.44 

Median 2.1 2.8  

Total procedure time 

(min) 

   

Mean ± St. Dev. 536 ± 31 (496-596) 566 ± 45 (486-621) 0.14 

Median 534 571  

Total cumulative 

dose (µGy) 

10,55 71,3  

Robotic 

N. Insertions 7 9  

Accuracy (mm)    

Mean ± St. Dev. 2.6 ± 0.6 (1.9-3.9) 2.1 ± 1 (0.8-4.2) 0.09 

Median 2.4 1.9  

Total procedure time 

(sec) 

   

Mean ± St. Dev. 669 ± 50 (611-748) 694 ± 63 (633-849) 0.46 

Median 663 671  

Total cumulative 

dose (µGy) 

2,61 16,8  

 

 

 



Figure 1. The robotic prototype with all its different components: the slave device (A); the master 

interface (B). 

 

 

Figure 2. Robotic insertion. Once the robot was manually positioned and fixed on the phantom, the 

operator remotely orientated it (A) in order to align with the fused CBCT image containing the 

needle trajectory on the “bulls’ eye” view (B); after a small incision on the surface of the phantom, 

the needle was advanced by activating the pneumatic actuator until the needle reached the target 

on the “sagittal view” (C). 

 

Figure 3. Overall accuracy in the study (NS = p statistically not significant). 

 

 


